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Merike Estna
From the series "Daily Paintings"

2018
acrylic, oil, pastel, paper

52x36cm 

Daily Paintings is a series of paintings, made one per day, that testifies Estna's intimate relationship with the medium and the work required to produce it. 
While each of these pieces tell an independent story with their own characters, styles and plots, together they become a vast compendium of colors, textures, 
materials and themes that complement the practice of abstract painting and take it to new frontiers.

500 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Merike Estna
From the series "Daily Paintings"

2018
acrylic, oil, paper

52x36cm 

Daily Paintings is a series of paintings, made one per day, that testifies Estna's intimate relationship with the medium and the work required to produce it. 
While each of these pieces tell an independent story with their own characters, styles and plots, together they become a vast compendium of colors, textures, 
materials and themes that complement the practice of abstract painting and take it to new frontiers.

500 EUR
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Merike Estna
From the series "Daily Paintings"

2018
acrylic, oil, paper

52x36cm 

Daily Paintings is a series of paintings, made one per day, that testifies Estna's intimate relationship with the medium and the work required to produce it. 
While each of these pieces tell an independent story with their own characters, styles and plots, together they become a vast compendium of colors, textures, 
materials and themes that complement the practice of abstract painting and take it to new frontiers.

500 EUR
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Merike Estna
"Nude" from the series Nudes in the Rain

2010
watercolor, paper

28x28cm 

The artwork was conceived for Merike’s first major institutional solo presentation–"Landscapes and Nudes" in KUMU museum in 2010. The nudes are based 
on documentary material that was photographed by the girls who were the models or their friends.  Through the documentary source material, Estna searched 
for the answer to the question: what is the role of nude paintings in today's media- and information-filled world?

900 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Merike Estna
"Nude" from the series Nudes in the Rain

2010
watercolor, paper

28x28cm 

The artwork was conceived for Merike’s first major institutional solo presentation–"Landscapes and Nudes" in KUMU museum in 2010. The nudes are based 
on documentary material that was photographed by the girls who were the models or their friends.  Through the documentary source material, Estna searched 
for the answer to the question: what is the role of nude paintings in today's media- and information-filled world?

900 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Edith Karlson
Vox Populi

2018
ceramics

17x10x8cm 

Dogs, bears, lions and other animals in Karlson’s works should be viewed as allegorical, as symbols as they have been used in fables, fairytales and Christian 
art. Her works are always distinguished from cuddly toy animals by the perception of a moderate existential inevitability.
Edith Karlson’s Vox Populi is equivalent to the cause and effect relationships formulated by various religions – be it karma or original sin. She depicts the 
heads of various animal; each in the mouth of another animal. The motif of the “savage hunt”, with animals chasing one other and sequentially being caught in 
the teeth of the animals behind them, is familiar from Christian iconography. As is typical of Karlson, the central idea of Vox Populi is direct, radical and 
definitive: “Every shit is related to the shit that follows and forms one continuous strand of shit that no one can avoid.”

600 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Edith Karlson
Vox Populi

2018
ceramics

17x10x8cm 

Dogs, bears, lions and other animals in Karlson’s works should be viewed as allegorical, as symbols as they have been used in fables, fairytales and Christian 
art. Her works are always distinguished from cuddly toy animals by the perception of a moderate existential inevitability.
Edith Karlson’s Vox Populi is equivalent to the cause and effect relationships formulated by various religions – be it karma or original sin. She depicts the 
heads of various animal; each in the mouth of another animal. The motif of the “savage hunt”, with animals chasing one other and sequentially being caught in 
the teeth of the animals behind them, is familiar from Christian iconography. As is typical of Karlson, the central idea of Vox Populi is direct, radical and 
definitive: “Every shit is related to the shit that follows and forms one continuous strand of shit that no one can avoid.”

600 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Edith Karlson
Vox Populi

2018
ceramics, domestic rabbit droppings

10x10x6cm 

Dogs, bears, lions and other animals in Karlson’s works should be viewed as allegorical, as symbols as they have been used in fables, fairytales and Christian 
art. Her works are always distinguished from cuddly toy animals by the perception of a moderate existential inevitability.
Edith Karlson’s Vox Populi is equivalent to the cause and effect relationships formulated by various religions – be it karma or original sin. She depicts the 
heads of various animal; each in the mouth of another animal. The motif of the “savage hunt”, with animals chasing one other and sequentially being caught in 
the teeth of the animals behind them, is familiar from Christian iconography. As is typical of Karlson, the central idea of Vox Populi is direct, radical and 
definitive: “Every shit is related to the shit that follows and forms one continuous strand of shit that no one can avoid.”

600 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Edith Karlson
Vox Populi

2018
ceramics

10x10x10cm 

Dogs, bears, lions and other animals in Karlson’s works should be viewed as allegorical, as symbols as they have been used in fables, fairytales and Christian 
art. Her works are always distinguished from cuddly toy animals by the perception of a moderate existential inevitability.
Edith Karlson’s Vox Populi is equivalent to the cause and effect relationships formulated by various religions – be it karma or original sin. She depicts the 
heads of various animal; each in the mouth of another animal. The motif of the “savage hunt”, with animals chasing one other and sequentially being caught in 
the teeth of the animals behind them, is familiar from Christian iconography. As is typical of Karlson, the central idea of Vox Populi is direct, radical and 
definitive: “Every shit is related to the shit that follows and forms one continuous strand of shit that no one can avoid.”

600 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Edith Karlson
Vox Populi

2016
ceramics
23x17cm 

Dogs, bears, lions and other animals in Karlson’s works should be viewed as allegorical, as symbols as they have been used in fables, fairytales and Christian 
art. Her works are always distinguished from cuddly toy animals by the perception of a moderate existential inevitability.
Edith Karlson’s Vox Populi is equivalent to the cause and effect relationships formulated by various religions – be it karma or original sin. She depicts the 
heads of various animal; each in the mouth of another animal. The motif of the “savage hunt”, with animals chasing one other and sequentially being caught in 
the teeth of the animals behind them, is familiar from Christian iconography. As is typical of Karlson, the central idea of Vox Populi is direct, radical and 
definitive: “Every shit is related to the shit that follows and forms one continuous strand of shit that no one can avoid.”

950 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Flo Kasearu
Startup 7

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

17x17x6cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. Flo observes how the border and the land it encloses 
become subjects of nationalist rhetoric and suggests the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Alongside the videos, the artist 
displays her own discoveries from the House Museum’s garden as an institutional installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces, “Startup” (2018). Rocks 
left over from the building of the Korean Garden (video, 2016-2018) are here reused in accordance with Flo Kasearu House Museum’s DIY practice and ethic 
of sustainability. 

900 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top

http://www.temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 2

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

31x37x8cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. Flo observes how the border and the land it encloses 
become subjects of nationalist rhetoric and suggests the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Alongside the videos, the artist 
displays her own discoveries from the House Museum’s garden as an institutional installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces, “Startup” (2018). Rocks 
left over from the building of the Korean Garden (video, 2016-2018) are here reused in accordance with Flo Kasearu House Museum’s DIY practice and ethic 
of sustainability. 

1 500 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top

http://www.temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 5

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

17x17x6cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. Flo observes how the border and the land it encloses 
become subjects of nationalist rhetoric and suggests the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Alongside the videos, the artist 
displays her own discoveries from the House Museum’s garden as an institutional installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces, “Startup” (2018). Rocks 
left over from the building of the Korean Garden (video, 2016-2018) are here reused in accordance with Flo Kasearu House Museum’s DIY practice and ethic 
of sustainability. 

900 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top

http://www.temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 13

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

24x19x7cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. Flo observes how the border and the land it encloses 
become subjects of nationalist rhetoric and suggests the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Alongside the videos, the artist 
displays her own discoveries from the House Museum’s garden as an institutional installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces, “Startup” (2018). Rocks 
left over from the building of the Korean Garden (video, 2016-2018) are here reused in accordance with Flo Kasearu House Museum’s DIY practice and ethic 
of sustainability. 

1 100 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top

http://www.temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Uprising 18

2018
mixed media

18x25cm 

The group of works entitled “Uprising” are build around a video filmed during roof maintenance works performed on a building in Tallinn’s Pelgulinn district, 
where the artist lives and where she has been hosting her “Flo Kasearu House Museum” project since 2013. The metal taken off the roof was folded into plane 
figures, much like the DIY models folded by children from paper.  The DIY and reuse technology metal planes as the main motif of the exhibition appear to be 
symbolic of military action, yet simultaneously representative of an exit strategy, the crossing of the country’s borders by air, immigration and emigration 
issues. The airspace – a perspective from which to assess ones own position as both a liberating and a frightening idea.  Also responding to the current 
political milieu of strained international relationships between Russia and the West, Flo’s video and accompanying works – drawings and framed 3D models – 
reflect on the atmosphere prevailing under these circumstances in Estonia. The artist contemplates the heightened levels of paranoia in the media, calls for 
the increase in funding of the Department of Defence during elections, resumed faith in NATO membership, and so on.

1 200 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Flo Kasearu
Uprising 20

2018
mixed media

17x22cm 

The group of works entitled “Uprising” are build around a video filmed during roof maintenance works performed on a building in Tallinn’s Pelgulinn district, 
where the artist lives and where she has been hosting her “Flo Kasearu House Museum” project since 2013. The metal taken off the roof was folded into plane 
figures, much like the DIY models folded by children from paper.  The DIY and reuse technology metal planes as the main motif of the exhibition appear to be 
symbolic of military action, yet simultaneously representative of an exit strategy, the crossing of the country’s borders by air, immigration and emigration 
issues. The airspace – a perspective from which to assess ones own position as both a liberating and a frightening idea.  Also responding to the current 
political milieu of strained international relationships between Russia and the West, Flo’s video and accompanying works – drawings and framed 3D models – 
reflect on the atmosphere prevailing under these circumstances in Estonia. The artist contemplates the heightened levels of paranoia in the media, calls for 
the increase in funding of the Department of Defence during elections, resumed faith in NATO membership, and so on.

1 200 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Flo Kasearu
Uprising 12

2016
mixed media

18x25cm 

The group of works entitled “Uprising” are build around a video filmed during roof maintenance works performed on a building in Tallinn’s Pelgulinn district, 
where the artist lives and where she has been hosting her “Flo Kasearu House Museum” project since 2013. The metal taken off the roof was folded into plane 
figures, much like the DIY models folded by children from paper.  The DIY and reuse technology metal planes as the main motif of the exhibition appear to be 
symbolic of military action, yet simultaneously representative of an exit strategy, the crossing of the country’s borders by air, immigration and emigration 
issues. The airspace – a perspective from which to assess ones own position as both a liberating and a frightening idea.  Also responding to the current 
political milieu of strained international relationships between Russia and the West, Flo’s video and accompanying works – drawings and framed 3D models – 
reflect on the atmosphere prevailing under these circumstances in Estonia. The artist contemplates the heightened levels of paranoia in the media, calls for 
the increase in funding of the Department of Defence during elections, resumed faith in NATO membership, and so on.

1 200 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Flo Kasearu
Flo Kasearu edition

cotton, silkscreen

Prices S-M-L 60-80-100 €

Temnikova & Kasela
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Mihkel Kleis
Energetic Crusher

2016
offset lithography

77x59cm 

This work was part of Mihkel Kleis's solo exhibition "Sotto Forte" at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. 
The works of Mihkel Kleis have given him recognition as a pop culture expert who as a DJ with somewhat god-like powers constructs and deconstructs 
identifiable signs and symbols, finding new and unexpected connections between them. He has an undisguised fondness for all manner of shocking and 
transgressive subcultures but never leaves the high road himself – in this way he’s a bit like old-fashioned nobility. 
“Sotto Forte” is an apocalyptic vision of a posthumanist future, the organic and biomechanical forms and distant echoes of bodily transformations are 
counterbalanced by unexpected hybrids with art history, the cult of curios and salon art. The compositions are tied together by a pervasive tension and the 
unique force of the logic of symbols, which never lets the attention become flaccid. 
 

750 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Mihkel Kleis
Animated Lump of Flesh

2016
offset lithography

77x59cm 

This work was part of Mihkel Kleis's solo exhibition "Sotto Forte" at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. 
The works of Mihkel Kleis have given him recognition as a pop culture expert who as a DJ with somewhat god-like powers constructs and deconstructs 
identifiable signs and symbols, finding new and unexpected connections between them. He has an undisguised fondness for all manner of shocking and 
transgressive subcultures but never leaves the high road himself – in this way he’s a bit like old-fashioned nobility. 
“Sotto Forte” is an apocalyptic vision of a posthumanist future, the organic and biomechanical forms and distant echoes of bodily transformations are 
counterbalanced by unexpected hybrids with art history, the cult of curios and salon art. The compositions are tied together by a pervasive tension and the 
unique force of the logic of symbols, which never lets the attention become flaccid. 

750 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Mihkel Kleis
Nosebleed

2016
offset lithography

77x59cm 

This work was part of Mihkel Kleis's solo exhibition "Sotto Forte" at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. 
The works of Mihkel Kleis have given him recognition as a pop culture expert who as a DJ with somewhat god-like powers constructs and deconstructs 
identifiable signs and symbols, finding new and unexpected connections between them. He has an undisguised fondness for all manner of shocking and 
transgressive subcultures but never leaves the high road himself – in this way he’s a bit like old-fashioned nobility. 
“Sotto Forte” is an apocalyptic vision of a posthumanist future, the organic and biomechanical forms and distant echoes of bodily transformations are 
counterbalanced by unexpected hybrids with art history, the cult of curios and salon art. The compositions are tied together by a pervasive tension and the 
unique force of the logic of symbols, which never lets the attention become flaccid. 

750 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Mihkel Kleis
Brainslug Statuette

2016
offset lithography

77x59cm 

This work was part of Mihkel Kleis's solo exhibition "Sotto Forte" at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. 
The works of Mihkel Kleis have given him recognition as a pop culture expert who as a DJ with somewhat god-like powers constructs and deconstructs 
identifiable signs and symbols, finding new and unexpected connections between them. He has an undisguised fondness for all manner of shocking and 
transgressive subcultures but never leaves the high road himself – in this way he’s a bit like old-fashioned nobility. 
“Sotto Forte” is an apocalyptic vision of a posthumanist future, the organic and biomechanical forms and distant echoes of bodily transformations are 
counterbalanced by unexpected hybrids with art history, the cult of curios and salon art. The compositions are tied together by a pervasive tension and the 
unique force of the logic of symbols, which never lets the attention become flaccid. 

750 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Mihkel Kleis
Obsolete and Fertile

2016
offset lithography

77x59cm 

This work was part of Mihkel Kleis's solo exhibition "Sotto Forte" at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. 
The works of Mihkel Kleis have given him recognition as a pop culture expert who as a DJ with somewhat god-like powers constructs and deconstructs 
identifiable signs and symbols, finding new and unexpected connections between them. He has an undisguised fondness for all manner of shocking and 
transgressive subcultures but never leaves the high road himself – in this way he’s a bit like old-fashioned nobility. 
“Sotto Forte” is an apocalyptic vision of a posthumanist future, the organic and biomechanical forms and distant echoes of bodily transformations are 
counterbalanced by unexpected hybrids with art history, the cult of curios and salon art. The compositions are tied together by a pervasive tension and the 
unique force of the logic of symbols, which never lets the attention become flaccid. 

750 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Kris Lemsalu
V

2019
ceramics, fabric, wooden basket

33x22x19cm 

V series was conceived as a satellite of Kris Lemsalu monumental installation in Estonian pavilion at Venice Biennial.
Produced around Easter 2019 it has a little comic mix of references. “Birth V – Hi and Bye” In Venice talked of birth, life and death in three stories, spurting 
upward with a shaman’s summons from the wet depths of tangled pools through the broken music of life and up to an angelic conclusion, the rebirth of art...

3 600 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Marko Mäetamm
Four Palm Trees, Beautiful Sunrise and a Great Explosion

2017
ceramic plate

17x23cm 

950 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Marko Mäetamm
Knives, Crashing Airplanes, Refugee Boats, Cut-Throats and Many More

2016
ceramic plate

31x31cm 

1 500 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Marko Mäetamm
30th Jubilee

1994
lithography, framed

37x35cm 

Framed size: 60x43 cm

This series of early lithographs inspired by pop art aesthetic is related to Mäetamm’s childhood fascination with the west and its consumerist culture. It also 
has to do with family drama - Mäetamm’s grandad, who escaped Estonia during the Second World War and never returned after his family.
 

1 100 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Marko Mäetamm
6 Mail Boxes

1994
lithography, framed

43x56cm 

This series of early lithographs inspired by pop art aesthetic is related to Mäetamm’s childhood fascination with the west and its consumerist culture. It also 
has to do with family drama - Mäetamm’s grandad, who escaped Estonia during the Second World War and never returned after his family.

1 100 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Marko Mäetamm
5 Markers

1994
lithography, framed

34x390cm 

Framed size: 62x65 cm

This series of early lithographs inspired by pop art aesthetic is related to Mäetamm’s childhood fascination with the west and its consumerist culture. It also 
has to do with family drama - Mäetamm’s grandad, who escaped Estonia during the Second World War and never returned after his family.
 

1 100 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Marko Mäetamm
Gangster

1992
lithography, framed

32x42cm 

Framed size: 43x60 cm

This series of early lithographs inspired by pop art aesthetic is related to Mäetamm’s childhood fascination with the west and its consumerist culture. It also 
has to do with family drama - Mäetamm’s grandad, who escaped Estonia during the Second World War and never returned after his family.
 

1 100 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top



Krista Mölder
Wave from the series "You/Blue"

2015
Diasec mounting on 3mm Trulife museum acrylic

23x41cm 

Originally as a video, the artwork was part of the exhibition "You/Blue" at Hobusepea gallery, 2015. 

A creative dialogue with a composer Helena Tulve, featuring a question of being a human and an artist at its focal point — how to operate having your head in 
the clouds, while at the same time trusting the insecurity and the world. The work was exhibited through two floors which enabled to create two different sound 
and light spaces. The Estonian title SINA/SINA (YOU/YOU) references to simultaneous loss or dilution of oneself.
Most images have been reduced and the common ground left is quite small. This state of things is, however, close to an idea of the exhibition — namely the 
idea of the fragility and relativity of a common ground. How to be simultaneously present (telling, answering, resonating) and in movement? How to let the 
disadvantages of uncertainty function as advantages?
You. The permanent closeness of the other one makes time move.

700 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top

https://vimeo.com/251402962


Krista Mölder
From the series PIND/LIND (In between internal & external; 2D ? 3D)

2009
mounted on 3mm aluminium composite, showcase frame

34x47cm 

Paraphrasing Georges Perec’s foreword into his Species of Spaces: The subject of this exhibition is not the void exactly, but rather what there is round about 
or inside it. To start with, then, there isn’t very much: nothingness, the impalpable, the virtually immaterial; extension, the external, what is external to us, what 
we move about in the midst of, our ambient milieu, the space around us.
In short, spaces are multiplied, been broken up and have diversified. There are spaces today of every kind and every size, for every use and every 
function. To live is to pass from one space to another, while doing your very best not to bump yourself.
?(Species of Spaces / Especes d’espaces, 1974)

950 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Sigrid Viir
Destination Superlative

2019
pigment print, framed

29x42cm 

This work was part of Sigrid Viir's solo exhibition "False Vacationer" in EKKM in 2019.

Maarin Ektermann: "Destination Superlative (installation, framed pigment photo, 35 photos in the series, 29x42 cm, 26 m shelf, carousel, 2019) is a spatial 
installation, red-striped like Kodak’s famous logo, symbolizing a company that made it easier for ordinary people to document their lives, memorable moments, 
and which many associate with holiday trips. Being a tourist is however very exhausting, as Alain de Botton notes in his book The Art of Travel (2002) – in 
daydreaming about a holiday, we forget a million tiresome details, and above all we neglect the fact that under the palm trees there, we are still just we, along 
with all of our compulsions and idées fixes, hopes and hang-ups. This type of holiday is often accompanied by anxiety and a sensed obligation to make the 
best use of the time. Something has to happen, now! Ready, steady, go! Countless sights, of which millions of people have taken quite identical pictures 
clogging hard drives, have been mashed up in this exhibition into one Corinthian column that is stretched out to infinity (FYI, the image is not from any of our 
personal travels, but was bought from Shutterstock, with an added Photoshop canvas in Instagram colours). This way of documenting is like taking ownership 
– if I have a picture of that beautiful sunset on the exotic beach, it’s mine for a second and I have proof that I’ve been there. #picoritdidnthappen 
#bestvacationever"

500 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela

Back to top

http://www.temnikova.ee/axs_site/content/sigrid_false_vacationer.pdf


Sigrid Viir
Destination Superlative

2019
pigment print, framed

29x42cm 

This work was part of Sigrid Viir's solo exhibition "False Vacationer" in EKKM in 2019.

Maarin Ektermann: "Destination Superlative (installation, framed pigment photo, 35 photos in the series, 29x42 cm, 26 m shelf, carousel, 2019) is a spatial 
installation, red-striped like Kodak’s famous logo, symbolizing a company that made it easier for ordinary people to document their lives, memorable moments, 
and which many associate with holiday trips. Being a tourist is however very exhausting, as Alain de Botton notes in his book The Art of Travel (2002) – in 
daydreaming about a holiday, we forget a million tiresome details, and above all we neglect the fact that under the palm trees there, we are still just we, along 
with all of our compulsions and idées fixes, hopes and hang-ups. This type of holiday is often accompanied by anxiety and a sensed obligation to make the 
best use of the time. Something has to happen, now! Ready, steady, go! Countless sights, of which millions of people have taken quite identical pictures 
clogging hard drives, have been mashed up in this exhibition into one Corinthian column that is stretched out to infinity (FYI, the image is not from any of our 
personal travels, but was bought from Shutterstock, with an added Photoshop canvas in Instagram colours). This way of documenting is like taking ownership 
– if I have a picture of that beautiful sunset on the exotic beach, it’s mine for a second and I have proof that I’ve been there. #picoritdidnthappen 
#bestvacationever"

500 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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http://www.temnikova.ee/axs_site/content/sigrid_false_vacationer.pdf


Sigrid Viir
Destination Superlative

2019
pigment print, framed

29x42cm 

This work was part of Sigrid Viir's solo exhibition "False Vacationer" in EKKM in 2019.

Maarin Ektermann: "Destination Superlative (installation, framed pigment photo, 35 photos in the series, 29x42 cm, 26 m shelf, carousel, 2019) is a spatial 
installation, red-striped like Kodak’s famous logo, symbolizing a company that made it easier for ordinary people to document their lives, memorable moments, 
and which many associate with holiday trips. Being a tourist is however very exhausting, as Alain de Botton notes in his book The Art of Travel (2002) – in 
daydreaming about a holiday, we forget a million tiresome details, and above all we neglect the fact that under the palm trees there, we are still just we, along 
with all of our compulsions and idées fixes, hopes and hang-ups. This type of holiday is often accompanied by anxiety and a sensed obligation to make the 
best use of the time. Something has to happen, now! Ready, steady, go! Countless sights, of which millions of people have taken quite identical pictures 
clogging hard drives, have been mashed up in this exhibition into one Corinthian column that is stretched out to infinity (FYI, the image is not from any of our 
personal travels, but was bought from Shutterstock, with an added Photoshop canvas in Instagram colours). This way of documenting is like taking ownership 
– if I have a picture of that beautiful sunset on the exotic beach, it’s mine for a second and I have proof that I’ve been there. #picoritdidnthappen 
#bestvacationever"

500 EUR

Temnikova & Kasela
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Sigrid Viir
Destination Superlative

2019
pigment print, framed

29x42cm 

This work was part of Sigrid Viir's solo exhibition "False Vacationer" in EKKM in 2019.

Maarin Ektermann: "Destination Superlative (installation, framed pigment photo, 35 photos in the series, 29x42 cm, 26 m shelf, carousel, 2019) is a spatial 
installation, red-striped like Kodak’s famous logo, symbolizing a company that made it easier for ordinary people to document their lives, memorable moments, 
and which many associate with holiday trips. Being a tourist is however very exhausting, as Alain de Botton notes in his book The Art of Travel (2002) – in 
daydreaming about a holiday, we forget a million tiresome details, and above all we neglect the fact that under the palm trees there, we are still just we, along 
with all of our compulsions and idées fixes, hopes and hang-ups. This type of holiday is often accompanied by anxiety and a sensed obligation to make the 
best use of the time. Something has to happen, now! Ready, steady, go! Countless sights, of which millions of people have taken quite identical pictures 
clogging hard drives, have been mashed up in this exhibition into one Corinthian column that is stretched out to infinity (FYI, the image is not from any of our 
personal travels, but was bought from Shutterstock, with an added Photoshop canvas in Instagram colours). This way of documenting is like taking ownership 
– if I have a picture of that beautiful sunset on the exotic beach, it’s mine for a second and I have proof that I’ve been there. #picoritdidnthappen
#bestvacationever"
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